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Underrepresentation of racial minorities and women in Hollywood movie acting positions
is a problem, which is hardly close to being solved. People started online campaigns to support
the representation and employment of racial minorities and women on screen. While people from
the production side care about the factors influencing movie market performance, limited efforts
have been made to explore how the participation of racial minorities and women can have an
impact on movie sales. Although customers desire diversity in movies, the relationship between
diversity and the outcome is uncertain. We are the first research to explore how the race and
gender of actors can affect movie sales via regression analysis. Moreover, we introduce the
interaction of race and gender as an independent variable to further demonstrate how race and
gender can influence movies in terms of market performance at the same time. We provide a
regression model using the control function (CF) approach to explore the driver of the
underrepresentation of racial minorities and women separately and how race and gender of the
movie leading cast can impact the movie sales.

Keywords: racial diversity, gender diversity, consumer discrimination, the film industry, control
function approach, team outcome
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Since the beginning of the U.S. film industry, Hollywood movies have played a dominant
role in the propagation of mass culture in North America and even around the world. The
Hollywood film industry constantly marks the top level of movie production for decades. Yet,
the underrepresentation of racial minorities and women in Hollywood movie acting positions is a
concerning issue. Previous studies illustrate that Hollywood has failed to show the U.S.
demographic characteristics (Harris, 2016; Roxborough, 2016). Women and racial minorities in
acting positions are much less than their U.S. population proportion. Hence, some researchers
(Moore, & Coleman, 2015) demand more diversity in the film industry. Moreover, the
underrepresentation of racial minorities raises public awareness of the limited diversity in the
Hollywood industry. #OscarSoWhite was a trending topic in 2016 because most academy awards
went to White people (Chattoo, 2018). The topic of Whitewashing was popular among social
networks, which supports people of color, women, and the LGBTQ community to cast in
Hollywood. People either in academia or on social media advocate more diversity in Hollywood
movies. On the production side, however, whether the increase of actors' diversity will benefit
the movie company in terms of market performance is uncertain.
As the international cooperation among companies increases rapidly, companies in North
America employ more diverse teams to face the global market competition. A diverse team is
theorized to have advantages on the task outcome comparing to a team with limited diversity.
Employees with different ethnicities, backgrounds, and experiences are suggested to have better
performance in the problem-solving, innovation, and decision-making process (Cox and Blake,
1991). Nevertheless, the high diversity of the work team isn’t always the better choice in
practice.
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A diverse team is more likely to encounter personal conflict and difficulty of cooperation
because of different experiences and tenure (Tusi & O'Reilly, 1989; Zenger & Lawrence, 1989;
Tsui, Egan, & O'Reilly, 1992). When members have different specialized domains, the high
diversity is proven to hinder their creativity and innovation (Ochse, 1990). Thus, the high
diversity of a team can lead to disadvantages that potentially damage the task outcome. Overall,
the influence of high diversity on the outcome is uncertain. We try to explore the impact of
diversity on the movie market performance. We study diversity in two dimensions, which are
race and gender.
The theory of consumer discrimination is utilized to study the employment problem against
racial minorities. Based on this theory, Kuppuswamy and Younkin (2020) examined the impact
of the cast's different ethnicities on movie box-office sales. They found there is no significant
difference between movies with no Black actor and ones with only one Black actor while movies
with multiple Black actors have better market performance than movies with only White actors.
Their results indicate that no consumer discrimination was found against Black people in
Hollywood movies. Moreover, Liu and Mu (2018) evaluate the relationship between the
participation of Asian cast and the movie return ratio which is defined as the total profit divided
by the movie budget. A significant negative effect of Asian actor's participation on movie return
ratio was found, which shows the consumer discrimination against Asian actors in the
Hollywood industry.
Furthermore, discrimination has been studied in the context of gender inequality. Despite
women are more than half of the US population, significant gender inequality exists in the US
film and television industry (Erigha, 2015). Sweeney and Kato (2010) focus on the difference of
benefits after acquiring Academy Award between men and women. They found men gain
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significantly higher increases in payment than women after they earned their Academy Awards,
which indicates that significant gender bias exists.
Studies rarely analyze both race and gender in the context of the movie cast. Moreover, we
introduce another important demographic variable age to develop modelings. We aim to explore
the drivers behind the underrepresentation of racial minorities and women in movie leading cast
and how the participation of racial minorities and women can influence the movie market sales.
We hypothesize that the movie budget is the driver of the cast's racial diversity and age is the
driver of the cast's gender diversity. More importantly, we follow Potter, Zawadzki, Eccleston,
Cook, Snipes, Sliwinski, & Smyth's (2019) paper, which concentrates on the relationship
between the intersections of race, gender, age, and socioeconomic status and the likelihood of
suffering discrimination. We hypothesize that the interaction of race and gender has a significant
impact on the movie market performance. We utilize a control function (CF) approach to explain
Hollywood movie market performance with race and gender diversity in two separate stages.
This paper is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 2, our literature review part mainly
examines racial diversity and gender diversity in the film industry to show the findings and
uncertainty of previous studies as the background of this research. Consumer discrimination
literature is also reviewed to cover previous research studying racial diversity based on consumer
discrimination theory. In addition, we provide the relationship of diversity and team outcome
literature review since we try to examine movie sales from the perspective of the impact of
diversity on team outcome as a new idea to study diversity issues in the film industry. After the
literature review part, we propose our research questions in 2.5. and make hypotheses based on
our research questions. In chapter 3, we will show our methodology from the initial dataset and
further data collection to required variables and our detailed analysis method step by step. In
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chapter 4, we show our preliminary OLS estimation and the control function approach results,
and how to interpret each meaningful result preliminarily. A brief introduction of the control
function approach can be found in chapter 3. In chapter 5, we make a conclusion of our research
based on our regression results and answer our research questions. In our final chapter, we
discuss our regression results in detail and provide managerial implications to movie companies,
actors, and recruitment agencies. In addition, we cover the limitations of this research and
directions of future studies about diversity and movie market performance.

4

Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. Racial Diversity in Hollywood
Many efforts have been made to explore racial diversity in the context of the Hollywood
film industry. Aumer, Blas, Huston, Mabuti, and Hsu (2017) attributed that people prefer White
actors and whitewashing in certain circumstances. Kuppuswamy and Younkin (2020) evaluated
the relationship between the market performance of movies released from 2011 to 2016 in the
U.S. and the racial diversity of movie cast to explore customer discrimination. Liu and Mu
(2018) evaluated the impact of Asian actors on the profitability of movies released between 2010
and 2019 in the US.
Constant improvements in racial diversity among leading movie casts have been
mentioned in recent decades (Hooks, 2009). But a recent study (Tukachinsky, Mastro, & Yarchi,
2015) reveals that racial representation is still inadequate. According to the examination of
inequality of 1,100 movies from Annenberg Foundation and USC Annenberg Inclusion Initiative
in 2018, a big gap of diversity in the North American film industry still exists, where there are
12.1% black actors, 6.2% Hispanic actors, and 6.1% Asian actors comparing to 70.7% white
actors in all 1,100 movies. Meanwhile, the number of movies featuring racial minorities as an
indicator of people's representation is limited (King, Ribeiro, Callahan, & Robinson, 2020;
Tukachinsky, Mastro, & Yarchi, 2015). Representation of racial minorities on screen has been
stereotypical or contradictory (Tukachinsky, Mastro, & Yarchi, 2015). Netflix employed a
diverse cast, including Black, Latino, and Asian actors, in its original series. Nevertheless, a
considerable part of the Netflix series overrepresent actors of racial minority play as criminals,
which follows the similar pattern of prime-time TV shows (Corfield, 2017).

5

2.1.1. White Actors and Whitewashing
The deficiency of diversity in Hollywood draws people’s attention in social media over
recent years, which indicates an inherent bias of Whitewashing over the US media industry
(Jones, 2016). The term “whitewashing” means the trend of White movie stars casting racial
minority movie characters. Whitewashing is one of the concerns for race discrimination in videos
and films cast (Andersen, 2003). Whitewashing is evident in the early US film industry
(Scherker, 2014). Examples can be found from the 1900s to recent years. Rudolph Valentino, a
White actor, played a character with Arab ancestry in The Shiek in 1921. Johnny Depp played as
a Native American in Lone Ranger in 2013. Scarlett Johansson played a Japanese female
character in Ghost in the Shell in 2017 (Aumer et al., 2017). Two directions identified to explain
the preference for Whitewashing are moviegoers, who perceive movies without White actors as
less appealing, and movie producers, who find it hard to get financial investment without White
actors as major cast (Alexander, 2001; Horn, 2002). Prior research doubts the belief that White
actors are essential to successful movies (Chow, 2016). While filmmakers explain the lack of
famous actors of racial minorities for the low representation of racial minorities in their movies,
the Fast and Furious movie series with a diverse acting team makes successful market
performance over the years. Furthermore, according to a recent report, movies with diverse casts
have better market performance than ones with White actors as major casts, and many movies
with White actors as predominant actors fail in terms of movie sales (Hunt & Ramon, 2015).

2.1.2. Non-White actors
This section includes the literature of Latino, Black, and Asian people in Hollywood, since
they are the main component of the non-White people in the U.S. film industry. Latino, Black,
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and Asian actors as racial minorities in Hollywood are treated differently on screen over the
years in terms of representation and acting roles.
Latino actors have limited appearances in mass media despite they are the biggest ethnic
group in the U.S. (Mastro and Tukachinsky, 2012). Some limited studies indicate that the acting
roles for Latinos are restricted to lawbreakers, exotic lovers, blue-collar workers, servants, and
idiotic derisions (Greenberg & Baptista-Fernandez, 1980). Some flagrant acting roles on the
screen gradually disappear, including the unintelligent roles featuring Latinos as derisive.
Nevertheless, some portrayals describing Latinos as sexually seductive, nonprofessional, and
thieves continue to exist (Mastro and Behm-Morawitz, 2005; Negrón-Muntaner, 2014).
Before the 1980s, Black actors exclusively take unfavorable and dismissive roles in the
mass media like television, indicating the lawlessness and laziness of these characters
(Greenberg, Mastro, & Brand, 2002). During the 1980s, the mass media images of Black actors
were improved by adding professional and esteemed authority figures when situationally some
mentioned negative characterizations existed (Tukachinsky, Mastro, & Yarchi, 2017). Moving to
the 1990s, mixed representations persisted. Among many dimensions, portrayals of Black people
were comparable to other racial groups. Black characters in mass media were more
unprofessionally and offensively dressed as well as less esteemed comparing to White characters
(Mastro and Greenberg, 2000). Although Black actors were comparable to the U.S. population in
terms of proportion, the portrayals of Black people were mainly found in Black sitcoms or crime
dramas along with mixed racial actors (Mastro, 2009). Kuppuswamy and Younkin (2020)
estimated the market performance of movies released in the U.S. from 2011 to 2016 as a function
of actors’ race data. They compared movies with no Black actors, a single Black actor, and
multiple Black actors and identified that only one Black actor in the movie main cast has no
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significant difference from no Black actor in the main cast in terms of the impact on the movie
domestic market performance. Furthermore, movies with multiple Black actors tend to have
significantly better revenue than the two mentioned situations, which provides no evidence of
customer discrimination against Black actors.
Asian speaking characters only take 4.8% of 1,100 popular films from 2007 to 2017
(Smith, Choueiti, Pieper, Case, & Choi, 2018). The proportion of speaking Asian characters in
the 1,100 movies dataset is 4.8%, which is lower than the proportion of the U.S. population
(5.7%) (Smith et al., 2018). Liu and Mu (2018) estimate the international and domestic movie
sales of 300 movies with top budgets released in the U.S. from 2010 to 2019 as a function of the
appearance of Asian actors. Their research showed evidence for customer discrimination in
movies against Asian casts, which indicates that the appearance of Asian actors can damage
movie global sales. Furthermore, they deduce that movie companies that attain a lower profit
return ratio with Asian casts are less possible to hire Asian actors in their movies in the future,
which implies a circle of underrepresentation of Asian faces on screen and low intention to hire
Asian actors. These two conclusions above imply an underrepresentation cycle for Asian actors:
the box-office return of movie companies decreases because of customer discrimination against
Asian casts. Movie companies are less likely to hire Asian actors to seek higher box-office
returns, which results in the decrease of demand for Asian actors in the film market and the
underrepresentation of Asian actors (Liu and Mu, 2018).

2.1.3. The Influence of Producer and Director
Executives in the U.S. film industry validate that movie producers and directors play key
roles in actor recruitment during interviews (Kuppuswamy & Younkin,2020). Since the bias
8

often happens when significant difference among people exists, movie producer and director of
one ethnicity are more likely to work with actors of the same ethnicity. Thus, Kuppuswamy and
Younkin (2020) run a test where participants are asked to watch a short part of one movie and
predict the ethnicity of the director. The director of the movie can be White or Black. The
researchers use this test to explore the independence of the director's ethnicity. If there is a
significant difference in the content of movies between Black directors and White directors,
participants are expected to notice the difference and predict the ethnicity correctly. The result
shows no significant difference between the two kinds of movies, which implies no noticeable
differences are tested, including cast's ethnicities, between White and Black director's movies.
Famous Asian directors, like Hirokazu Koreeda, Ang Lee, and Bong Joon-ho, are more likely to
direct non-Asian cast when they are employed in Hollywood, which shows few connections of
ethnicity between the director with actors in one movie. La vérité directed by Hirokazu Koreeda,
Brokeback Mountain directed by Ang Lee, and Snowpiercer directed by Bong Joon-ho are
examples.

2.2. Gender Diversity in Hollywood
Despite women are more than half of the US population, significant gender inequality
exists in the US film and television industry (Erigha, 2015). Female employees are specifically
underrepresented in behind-the-scenes technical positions (Lauzen, 2009; Lauzen, 2012). 16% to
18% of the behind-the-scenes working roles in highest-grossing films are female (Lauzen, 2012).
13% of the behind-the-scenes roles in the top 100 global grossing films are female. Although at
least one man is hired to work as a behind-the-scenes employee in all films, no woman is
employed in such a work position in 29% of movies (Lauzen, 2008).
9

In the meanwhile, women are underrepresented in directing positions, where the proportion
of women hardly reaches 10% each year (Erigha, 2015). Only 7% of Hollywood movies showed
in theatres from 2000 to 2011 employ female directors (Erigha, 2014). 5% of directors of the top
250 highest-grossing films are female (Lauzen, 2012). 4% of directors of the top 172 movies in
2011 are female (Hunt et al., 2014).
Despite that, the female proportion in acting roles is higher than that in behind-the-scenes
roles, gender inequality persists for the actress (Erigha, 2015). Women account for 44.9 % in
movie leading roles, which is less than the demographic proportion (Hunt & Ramon, 2020).
Moreover, women from different ethnicities face different employment rates in movie-acting
positions. For White, Black, Latino, and Native actors, females are considerably
underrepresented in the top 200 theatrical movies in 2018. For Asian and multiracial actors,
women are either equal to or exceeding the demographic proportion (Hunt & Ramon, 2020).
Like racial minorities in the US film industry, women are constrained in certain acting
work in Hollywood. Despite men are present in all genres, women typecast in some limited
genres (Erigha 2014; Lauzen 2012). Female actors are mostly represented in genres with a
relatively limited budget (e.g. comedy, romance, music, and drama) instead of genres with
relatively higher budgets (e.g. action, thriller, and sci-fi) (Erigha 2014). A prior study provides
evidence that movies with women as major leading roles, on average, have a significantly lower
budget than the ones with men as major leading roles (Lauzen, 2008). Moreover, movies mainly
featuring female characters, comparing ones mainly featuring male characters, have fewer
screens, fewer weeks on-screen, significantly lower domestic and foreign box office grosses, and
significantly lower opening week domestic grosses (Lauzen, 2008). Nevertheless, when male and
female actors are given the same budget condition, the box office grosses of movies featuring
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both genders are similar, which suggests no explanation to the relationship between the genders
of the main movie cast and the movie box office sales (Erigha 2015).
The content with limited racial and gender diversity on screen is connected to the creators
since the consumption is closely related to the production (Du Gay et al. 1997). Tuchman (2000)
provides explanations that women have less frequent opportunities to show up in front of mass
media comparing with men and the limited portrayal of women is stereotypical. Stereotype
manipulates people by treating certain groups of people and their viewpoint as the benchmark of
the society and others as abnormality or irregularity (Smith, 2013; Thakore, 2014). The lack of
representation of racial minorities and women in the Hollywood industry provides convenience
for White men to take a dominant position over mass media. Conversely, the stereotypical image
in media can affect the social understanding towards biased groups of people (Glenn and
Cunningham, 2009). Enough representation over the media is a prerequisite for biased groups to
break the stereotypical images and spread their ideologies (Collins, 2002).
Studies proved that female actors receive lower levels of compensation, the actors' benefit
from their contribution and promotion to the movie's box-office revenue (Treme & Craig, 2013;
Treme, Craig & Copland, 2019). Other studies also suggest female movie stars' disadvantage in
terms of compensation level, benefit from the exposure, and contribution to movie's box-office
performance (Treme & Craig, 2013; Treme, Craig & Copland, 2019).
Age is an aspect to potentially explain the underrepresentation of women in Hollywood.
Age is often considered to be a key demographic factor for recruitment. Thus, age discrimination
is a prevalent issue in working place. Duncan and Loretto (2004) sent 2000 questionnaires
randomly to employees of one major UK financial company to explore the relationship among
ageism, age, and gender. They analyzed the 1128 responses they received and identified
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employees who are younger than 25 or older than 40 are more likely to experience ageism at the
workplace. Moreover, they demonstrated that women of all ages are more likely to become the
victims of age discrimination comparing to men. As stated by EU regulation, the definition of
age discrimination is that people are treated less favorably than others in similar conditions due
to their age. Age discrimination can take place in different phases at the workplace, from the
hiring and training employees (Parkins, Fishbein, & Ritchey, 2006; Urwin, 2006; Taylor &
Walker, 1998), to their retaining and retirement (Sullivan & Duplaga, 1997; Furunes, Solem &
Mykletun, 2008).

2.3. Diversity and Outcome
As the communication and business among companies all over the world increase rapidly,
globalization encourages companies in North America to hire a work team of diverse employees
to face drastic market competition. Theories support that a diverse work team is an effective
option for companies in terms of human resource plans (Cox & Blake, 1991; Easely, 2001). In
real life, however, the outcome may not be as optimal as expected (Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007).
While a diverse work team can build potential advantages, disunity, stress, and disagreement can
cause challenges (Jackson, May, & Whitney, 1995; Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999).
When researchers started to focus on work team diversity, they developed various
categorizations. The diversity can be identified into two levels by the difficulty of detection. The
one with lower difficulty to observe is the demographic diversity and the one with higher
difficulty represents the ability and characteristic of an individual (Jackson et al., 1995). The
concept of team diversity was expanded based on two standards: visibility and capability
reflexing experience and skills for the job (Pelled, 1996). Moreover, researchers conduct team
diversity studies categorizing diversity into the surface level and deep level (Harrison, Price, &
12

Bell, 1998). The surface level in this research represented the demographic information of
individuals. And the deep level was defined as the different faith, perspective, and value among
employees, which is hard to observe but can be sensed after interaction between team members.
Team diversity can similarly be separated into demographic diversity and task-related diversity
(Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007). Demographic diversity contains information like race, gender, and
age whereas task-related diversity represents individual attributes like professional knowledge
and education.
Cox and Blake (1991) provided some advantages of a diverse team on the task outcome. A
work team with high diversity is suggested to have higher flexibility, better innovation, easier
resource access, and lower cost. Horwitz and Horwitz (2007) addressed the problem solving,
innovation, and decision making from Cox and Blake's (1991) diversity literature to evaluate the
quality of performance.
Some theories support that a diverse team is more effective to solve the problem related to
tasks comparing to a team with limited diversity (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990; Cox &
Blake, 1991). Individuals with various knowledge backgrounds can increase the ability to solve a
problem (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). A team with diverse employees can, however, leads to
disadvantages of task outcome. The difference of position, perspective, and experience may
hinder the collaboration of team members leading to negative problem-solving performance
(Tusi & O’Reilly, 1989). Moreover, a diverse work team is more likely to experience more
conflict, more absence from duty, and more frustration comparing to a group with limited
diversity (Zenger & Lawrence, 1989; Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1992).
Creativity and innovation are valued in the industry to adapt to the frequent market
changes and fierce competition. A racially diverse team is suggested to improve the company's
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performance by developing innovative strategies (Richard et al., 2003). Nevertheless, a diverse
team influences team performance negatively in terms of creativity and innovation. When
individuals in a team specialize in their separate domains, the innovation of the team may be
damaged (Ochse, 1990).
The decision-making process is essential for the work team to carry out task-related
strategies. Literature supports that a diverse team is more likely to have positive results during
the decision-making process. The high diversity within a work team can improve the quality of
discussion, which potentially leads to better team performance (Simons, Pelled, & Smith, 1999).
Similarly, a team with various ages and experienced members is suggested to generate better
decisions (Cox & Blake, 1991; Pelled, 1996). Despite that a diverse team can potentially make
better decisions, the team will find it harder to reach an agreement, which makes the decisionmaking process time-consuming (Nemeth & Staw, 1989). Despite that the difference among
individuals in a diverse team provides more creativity and innovation, it can potentially lead to
more personal conflict with team members (Amason & Schweiger, 1994). Although a work team
with high diversity is theorized to have competitive advantages in problem-solving, creativity,
and decision-making, scholars demonstrate that the high diversity of a work team can lead to a
negative outcome.

2.4. Consumer Discrimination
The theory of consumer discrimination is used to explain the underrepresentation of Black
and Asian actors in Hollywood (Liu and Mu, 2018; Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020). Previous
studies of employment discrimination contend the structural features and individual biases in
generating racial inequality. The main question is whether the bias is conscious or unconscious
(Bertrand, Chugh, & Mullainathan, 2005; Quillian, 2008). If it’s conscious, whether it is taste14

based or statistically preferred (Heckman, 1998). Studies related to employment discrimination
have made insightful contributions. But they ignore that employment discrimination is not
caused by employers, but by their customers (Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020). Consumer
discrimination in terms of race is described by Becker (1957, p.75) as that employment
discrimination occurs because White customers prefer doing business with White employees,
which indicates the biases of consumers as a driver of discriminatory employment. Three
assumptions must be accepted to study the theory of consumer preferences: (1) Customers
perceive the gender or racial composition of the employees. (2) Customers favor homophilous
employment. (3) Revenue will reduce when the preference is not respected. Despite it’s
challenging to meet these assumptions, the theory of customer preferences is widely used as an
affirmative defense in class action lawsuits by employers in various industries (Kuppuswamy &
Younkin, 2020). To test the claims empirically, researchers analyze the evidence that employers
aim to match their employment to local demographic composition to infer the customers’
attention (Holzer and Ihlanfeldt, 1998). Furthermore, researchers examine the evidence that fans
in professional sports value black players less than White ones to understand customer
preferences (Kahn and Sherer 1988). These studies above also extend the claim that consumers
don’t like interacting with people of different races to an assumption that consumers don’t like
seeing people of different races (Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020). The previous study has used
this concept of customer preferences bias to explain music album sales (Roy, 2004), newspaper
sales (George and Waldfogel, 2003), sport event attendance (Hamilton, 1997), and Television
Ratings (Kanazawa and Funk, 2001; Aldrich et al., 2005). People are expected to have a higher
level of customer bias even without physical interaction in the settings above.
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However, the assumption of customer bias is not fully supported in some studies. Prior research
identifies that female attorney is more likely to be promoted by law companies once their clients
hire female executives (Beckman and Phillips, 2005, which indicates that employers will hire
more diverse employees to respond a more diverse demographics of customers. Previous studies
in the retail industry provide similar evidence that the homophily of customer preference is
mainly driven by minority consumers, who prefer doing business with more diverse employees
(Avery et al., 2012).
Studies find evidence that White consumers are less preferred homophily than before
(Bobo et al., 2012). Prior research of customer preference also identifies a preference of diversity
(Aldrich et al., 2005). Evidence shows that the difference between movies with all White casts
and ones with only one Black cast is not significant, which implies there is no consumer
discrimination against Black actors (Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020). Those previous findings
suggest the assumption of customer bias may be minimized or reversed. Nevertheless, consumer
discrimination is proven to exist against Asian actors in Hollywood movies (Liu and Mu, 2018).
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2.5. Relationships among Concepts
As society encourages diversity in the U.S. film industry, the representation of minorities
increases over the years. From the movie production, how the increase of cast's diversity
influences movie sales is uncertain, which is our core research question. In the context of work
teams, the impact of high diversity on the outcome is uncertain. A diverse team can provide
advantages, like higher flexibility, better creativity, and low cost (Cox and Blake, 1991).
Nevertheless, a diverse team can cause disadvantages, like the difficulty of cooperation and
personal conflict (Ochse, 1990; Amason & Schweiger, 1994).
According to the U.S. census, racial minorities constitute 40.2 % of the total population in
2019. The proportion of racial minorities will increase by nearly 0.5% each year. Around 2050,
the proportion of people of color is estimated to exceed 50%, which means people of color will
be no longer a racial minority. As the population in U.S. society constantly gains racial diversity,
people of racial minority are still underrepresented in the film industry. Actors of racial
minorities only account for 27.6% of film-leading casts in 2019 (Hunt & Ramon, 2020). The gap
between the proportion of racial minorities in movie leading casts (27.6%) and the demographic
proportion of racial minorities (40.2%) indicates that Hollywood has failed to represent the
demographic racial characteristic. One of the research questions is why movie companies and
movie producers prefer White actors over people of color in movie-leading casts. The movie
budget could be a potential answer to it since some research explains that movie producers will
have difficulties getting financial support investment without White actors in movies (Alexander,
2001; Horn, 2002). Another research question in terms of race is how the proportion of White
actors influence the movie market performance. Furthermore, how the proportion of racial
minorities (e.g. Black, Asian) affect movie sales is an interesting research question. Prior studies
suggest that movie casts including Black actors have no negative influence on movie sales and
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ones including Asian actors have a significant negative impact on movie sales (Kuppuswamy &
Younkin, 2020; Liu and Mu, 2018).
Despite the employment rate for women in every major position in Hollywood gets better
every year (Hunt & Ramon, 2020), women are still underrepresented. While women constitute
more than half the U.S. population, women only account for 44.1% of leading movie casts in
2019 (Hunt & Ramon, 2020). What factor drives the low employment rate for women in leading
acting positions can be a research question. Age can be a possible answer to this question since
prior study derives that females of all ages are prone to suffer from age-based discrimination
(Duncan & Loretto, 2004). How the female proportion of movie main casts affect movie market
performance is a research focus. A prior study also suggests that movies with more females in
the main casts have a lower budget and lower movie box office gross (Lauzen, 2008).
For White, Black, and Latino people on screen, women are underrepresented in 2018 top
movies. For Asian and multiracial people on screen, conversely, women are either
overrepresented or match their demographic proportion (Hunt & Ramon, 2020), which implies
women from different racial minorities have different employment rates in movie acting
positions. How women from different ethnicities (e.g. White, Black, and Asian) influence the
movie market performance remains unknown. Furthermore, limited literature has explored the
interaction of movie stars’ gender and age (Treme & Craig, 2013). To my best knowledge, no
research combines race, gender, and age data with the context of the movie to conduct data
analysis. Hence, how the interaction of casts’ race and casts’ gender have an impact on movie
sales is one of the research main questions.
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2.6. Hypotheses Development
The overrepresentation of White movie stars on screen is prevailing in Hollywood (Harris,
2016; Roxborough, 2016). Despite the underrepresentation of racial minorities is getting better, it
still has huge space to be improved, especially for Asian, Latino, and Native people (Smith et al.,
2018; Hunt & Ramon, 2020). What factor drives the constant high White actor proportion in
movie cast remains debatable. One potential answer to this question is from the movie producer
side, who are less likely to gather much financial investment without White actors in the movie
cast (Alexander, 2001; Horn, 2002), which implies movie budget could be the driver of the ratio
of White actors in movie leading cast. This leads to the first hypothesis of this research.
H1: The ratio of White actors in movie leading cast is positively related to the movie budget.
Many movie companies hold the belief that having White actors are a necessary factor of
movie market success, which is questionable (Chow, 2016). Furthermore, evidence has shown
that movies with more diverse casts have better market performance than ones mostly with
White actors as main casts, and many movies mostly with White actors as leading casts can fail
in their movie sales (Hunt & Ramon, 2015). Briefly, the high diversity level (high racial minority
ratio) of the movie cast could push movie sales. The low diversity level (high White actor ratio)
of the movie cast, inversely, could potentially damage the movie market performance.
H2: The movie market performance is negatively related to the ratio of White actors in the
movie leading cast.
According to EU regulation, people suffer from age discrimination when they receive less
favorable treatment than others in similar scenarios because of their age. Age discrimination can
take place in different phases at the workplace, from the hiring and training employees (Parkins,
Fishbein, & Ritchey, 2006; Urwin, 2006; Taylor & Walker, 1998), to their retaining and
retirement (Sullivan & Duplaga, 1997; Furunes, Solem & Mykletun, 2008). Prior study deduces
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that women of all ages are more likely to suffer from age discrimination (Duncan & Loretto,
2004), which means women in their late working careers are less likely to get employed than
men. This constitutes the third hypothesis in the context of the movie.
H3: The ratio of women in the movie leading cast is negatively related to the average age of
the leading cast.
A prior study found that movies with women as major leading roles, on average, have a
significantly lower budget than the ones with men as major leading roles (Lauzen, 2008).
Moreover, movies mainly featuring female characters, comparing ones mainly featuring male
characters, have fewer screens, fewer weeks on-screen, significantly lower domestic and foreign
box office grosses, and significantly lower opening week domestic grosses (Lauzen, 2008).
A prior study found that movies with women as major leading roles, on average, have a
significantly lower budget than the ones with men as major leading roles (Lauzen, 2008).
Moreover, movies mainly featuring female characters, comparing ones mainly featuring male
characters, have fewer screens, fewer weeks on-screen, significantly lower domestic and foreign
box office grosses, and significantly lower opening week domestic grosses (Lauzen, 2008).
H4: The movie market performance is negatively related to the ratio of female actors in the
movie leading cast.
Women on screen can be overrepresented or underrepresented depending on their different
ethnicities (Hunt & Ramon, 2020), which implies women from different ethnicities have
different employment rates in movie-acting positions. How women from different ethnicities
(e.g. White, Black, and Asian) influence the movie market performance remains unknown.
Furthermore, limited literature has explored the intersection of movie stars' gender and age
(Treme & Craig, 2013). No research so far combines race and gender data in the context of the
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movie to explore their interaction. Hence, how the interaction of casts' race and casts' gender
influences movie sales leads to the fifth hypothesis.
H5: The interaction of the ratio of actors from different ethnicities and the ratio of women has
a significant impact on movie market performance.

H1
Budget

Race

H4

H3
Age

H2

Movie
Sales

Gender

Race*Gender

H5

Figure 1. Proposed Model

With the hypotheses above, I propose a two-stage model shown in Figure 1. In the first
stage, the movie budget can increase the racial diversity level in the movie main cast and age can
decrease the gender diversity level in the movie main cast. At the second stage, the racial
diversity level has a positive impact on movie sales and the gender diversity level harms movie
sales. Moreover, the interaction of race and gender can influence movie sales.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
3.1. Study Population and Sample
We choose 300 movies shown in the U.S. from 2007 to 2016 as the study population. We
collect the data from the "IMDb 5000 Movie Dataset” in Kaggle. Animation and foreign movies
are excluded from the data group since the focus of this research is the diversity of actors, not the
diversity of characters. In each year, we select 30 movies with the highest budget to prevent
those movies can't provide a diversity of actors due to a limited budget. The study population is
300 following the study population standard of prior research which explores the diversity of
Asian actors in Hollywood movies (Liu and Mu, 2018). The initial dataset includes the basic
movie information, market performance data, and names of movie main casts. We manually
correct and complete the movie market information mainly from IMDb (https://www.imdb.com),
NNDB (https://www.nndb.com), Statista (https://www.statista.com), and The Numbers
(https://www.the-numbers.com). More importantly, we collect the demographic data (race and
gender) of the movie main cast by machine learning API Kairos (https://www.kairos.com). The
details of data collection and measurement of actors’ race will be explained later in the additional
data and independent variable section.

3.2. Data collection
3.2.1. Initial Data
The dataset in this research is based on the "IMDb 5000 Movie Dataset” in Kaggle. The
latest version of this online dataset contains 5,043 movies' basic information before 2016,
including movie name, duration, domestic gross, genre, language, country, movie IMDb link,
MPAA rating, released year, budget, and IMDb rating. Furthermore, three leading casts’ names
are listed for each movie. The dataset creator used a data mining API to collect data from IMDb
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(https://www.imdb.com) and The Numbers (https://www.the-numbers.com). The leading casts'
names, IMDb rating, and IMDb link are collected in IMDb. The top three actors were selected in
the initial dataset based on the IMDb main page where three leading actors are shown under one
movie title. IMDb website provides the top three actors as well as the whole cast list. We believe
IMDb as an authoritative movie data website has a trustworthy method or algorithm of listing top
actors in each movie. The rest of the basic movie information is from The Numbers. The dataset
is not perfect in several ways. Domestic information such as race, gender, and age for each actor
or actress is not provided. Budget and gross are missing for some movies. Some movies have
duplication listed together. Some movies have wrong leading casts. Hence, we used multiple
filters to create a precise dataset.
3.2.2. Data Correction
The first step to correct the database is to retain movies from 2007 to 2016 to have a tenyear-long dataset and remove all animation movies. We collect the top 30 movies of the greatest
budget each year. The budget bar is used to preclude low-budget producers who have little
intention to increase cast diversity. The second step is to delete all duplicate movie data and
those without gross data. Movies without gross data in the initial dataset are mostly low-budget
ones. Considering low-budget movie producers have limited effort to increase cast diversity, we
remove those low-budget ones. If a movie has its gross data but is missing budget data, we seek
to collect its budget from The Numbers. Most importantly, we verify the main cast data with the
three names listed in the stars section on the IMDb page of each movie. To better illustrate the
selection of the top three actors in each movie, some examples of movie posters and related main
actors selection will be provided in Appendix 1.
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3.2.3. Additional Data
We first collect the U.S. domestic release date of each movie from The Numbers. With the
precise release date, we can calculate the release season. We followed Chang and Ki’s (2005)
approach, which categorizes the season variable into Christmas (November to December), Easter
(March to April), Summer (May to August), and Other (remaining months). Fetscherin (2010)
also choose the same season categorization to explore the determinants of Bollywood movie
sales. Starpower is introduced to control casts' commercial appeal. We followed Kuppuswamy
and Younkin's method (2020) of collecting star power data, which is to calculate the logtransformed casts' average STARmeter rank. The advantage of STARmeter rank in IMDb is that
it records one's rank in IMDb following the timeline. The ranking of casts can be affected by the
commercial advertising of their movies. Prior research (Elberse and Anand, 2007) reveals that
the significant effect of promotion begins 10 weeks before the planned movie release date. Thus,
we record each main casts' STARmeter ranking data 10 weeks before the planned movie release
date. Considering the data span of ten years and the currency inflation, we use movie attendance
instead of the domestic movie box office data to prevent the error caused by currency inflation.
We collect U.S. average movie ticket price data from 2007 to 2016 in Statista
(https://www.statista.com) and calculate the movie attendance using domestic movie sales
divided by U.S. movie average ticket price in each year. Race, gender, and age information of
actors are essential in this research. To collect related data, our prior data source is NNDB
(https://www.nndb.com), where celebrities’ gender, race, birthday, and nationality information is
aggregated. We also have a second method to determine casts who don’t have information in
NNDB, which is face recognition by machine learning. We choose Kairos
(https://www.kairos.com) to identify casts’ race, gender, and age by their photos on their IMDb
personal page. The machine learning result is the calculated likelihood of gender and each race,
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including White, Hispanic, Black, Asian, and Other. We follow Kuppuswamy and Younkin's
(2020) approach to collect race identification results. We take 90% likelihood as the bar to
identify the precise race. For results with the likelihood is between 10% and 90%, we search for
detailed information of the actor's or actress's background and ethnicity and identify the results
on our own.

3.3. Variables
3.3.1. Dependent Variable
The primary concentration is in this research is the U.S. domestic movie market
performance. The box-office sale data is acquired from the "IMDb 5000 Movie Dataset”
(https://www.kaggle.com/carolzhangdc/imdb-5000-movie-dataset) in Kaggle. To prevent the
error caused by currency inflation along the selected ten-year period and focus on audience per
se, we follow Dhar, Sun, & Weinberg’s (2012) approach to use movie domestic attendance (logtransformed) as a dependent variable instead of movie domestic box-office sales. The movie
attendance is calculated as box-office sales divided by U.S. movie average ticket price in each
year. The proportion of White actors and the proportion of female actors in each movie's main
cast are treated as dependent variables in the first stage of the modeling, representing the racial
and gender diversity separately in each movie. The White proportion of actors of main casts is
calculated as the number of White actors in each movie divided by three because we collect
demographic information of three main actors in each movie as leading cast. Similarly, the
female proportion of actors is calculated as the number of women in each movie divided by
three.
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3.3.2. Independent Variable
In the first stage, the movie budget (log-transformed) and the average age of the leading
cast are included in different equations as independent variables. Movie budget data is acquired
from the "IMDb 5000 Movie Dataset” (https://www.kaggle.com/carolzhangdc/imdb-5000movie-dataset) in Kaggle. We verify the budget data by comparing the initial data with the
production budget data in The Numbers (https://www.the-numbers.com). The average age of the
leading cast is calculated by the sum of three actors' age divided by three. In the second stage of
modeling, the proportion of White actors, the proportion of Asian actors, and the proportion of
female actors in each movie leading cast are included as independent variables. The proportion
of Asian actors is calculated in the same way as that of White actors.

3.3.3. Control Variable
We select control variables mainly based on Fetscherin's (2010) research, which identifies
the group of variables influencing movie sales. Movie genre (action, comedy, drama, and other
genres), MPAA (Movie Picture Association of America) rating, star power, and season of release
are included as control variables following Fetscherin's (2010) model. For the star power
variable, we follow Kuppuswamy and Younkin's (2020) approach to collect data by utilizing the
STARmeter history ranking in IMDb. We use the highest STARmeter ranking of each movie
cast as a control variable to represent the impact of star power in our model since we have three
main actors for each movie. We avoid using the average of STARmeter ranking data because the
ranking of less famous actors in certain movies can dilute the average results heavily, which
means that the average star power data becomes meaningless. Moreover, we include the movie
IMDb rating and movie duration as additional control variables to optimize our modeling.
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3.4. Data Analysis
We will utilize the control function (CF) approach applied in OLS regression to analyze
our dataset. The control function can be applied when the error term of the equation is correlated
to the dependent variable. When we use a single OLS regression to estimate one equation with
endogenous explanatory variables, it causes simultaneous equation bias (Gujarati, 2004). In our
case, WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion are endogenous variables in our regression. We
follow Wooldrich’s (2003) control function procedure to develop our models. We first run
regressions on each endogenous variable to obtain the OLS residuals in both regressions. In our
following modelings, we name the two residuals as e1 and e2. We then run another OLS
regression on every explanatory and control variables, including e1 and e2. Following this control
function procedure, we can develop an OLS regression with the control function to deal with the
challenge of endogenous explanatory variables.
At stage 1, one goal is to explore the driver of racial diversity (White proportion in the
leading cast) and driver of gender diversity (female proportion in the leading cast) with OLS
regression. Another goal is to obtain the residuals, named e1 and e2, for the next stage. Two
equations of the first stage are stated as:
WhiteProportion = α + βLnBudget + γStarPower + δGenre + ζMPAArating + ηSeason +
θSequel + e1
(1)
FemaleProportion = α + βAge + γStarPower + δGenre + ζMPAArating + ηSeason +
θSequel + e2
(2)
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At stage 2, the goal is to examine how racial diversity (White proportion in the leading
cast), gender diversity (female proportion in the leading cast), and the interaction of racial and
gender diversity influence movie attendance. IMDbScore as an indicator of audience review and
movie duration is included in the second stage of modeling. They are not in regression of the first
stage because the movie quality and duration are uncertain in the cast hiring stage. The equation
of the second stage is stated as:
LnAttendance = α + βWhiteProportion + γFemaleProportion + δWhiteP*FemaleP +
ζStarPower + ηGenre + θMPAArating + ιSeason + κSequel + λIMDbScore + μDuration + e1 +
e2 + ε
(3)
Instruments are needed for the control function approach. LnBudget and AverageAge are
included as instruments in our final model. The selection of instruments will be explained in the
result section. The summary statistics of all variables are provided in Table 1. Although
WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion both are between 0 and 1, they are not dummy variables.
Instead, they have four levels, which are 0, 1/3,2/3, 1. We choose R as our data analysis
software.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics

Variable
WhiteProportion
FemaleProportion
Highest_StarRank
Genre_action (Dummy)
Genre_comedy (Dummy)
Genre_drama (Dummy)
Genre_other (Dummy)
MPAArating_PG (Dummy)
MPAArating_PG13 (Dummy)
MPAArating_R (Dummy)
MPAArating_G (Dummy)
Season_Summer (Dummy)
Season_Christmas (Dummy)
Season_Easter (Dummy)
Season_other (Dummy)
Sequal (Dummy)
IMDbScore (scale 0-10)
Duration (in min)
Budget (in million US dollar)
AverageAge
Attendance (in million viewer)

Mean

SD

Max

Min

0.848
0.299
48.510
0.610
0.237
0.297
0.103
0.140
0.653
0.203
0.003
0.453
0.193
0.140
0.213
0.260
6.544
122.770
119.086
39.782
16.423

0.236
0.236
84.683
0.488
0.425
0.457
0.304
0.347
0.476
0.402
0.058
0.498
0.395
0.347
0.410
0.439
0.939
2.787
54.928
8.206
4.333

1
1
595
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
1 (Yes)
9
240
300
69.333
101.401

0
0
1
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
0 (No)
3.4
82
35
18
0.024
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Chapter 4. Analysis and Results
4.1. Preliminary OLS Estimation
To explore the relationship between racial diversity, gender diversity, and movie
attendance, we conduct a series of OLS estimations on WhiteProportion, FemaleProportion, and
LnAttendance. We first developed a linear regression with WhiteProportion as a dependent
variable to examine the relationship between WhiteProportion and LnBudget. The second model
we developed is a linear regression with FemaleProportion as a dependent variable, exploring the
relationship between FemaleProportion and AverageAge. The third model included
LnAttendacnce, as a dependent variable, WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion, as explanatory
variables. The third model is developed to provide insights for the following CF approach. The
optimal results of the CF approach results are showed in Table 2. The results containing standard
error for each variable are provided in Appendix 1.
From model 1 of Table 2, we found a significant positive effect (β = 0.0995, p = 0.0087) of
LnBudget on WhiteProportion at 0.05 significance level, which indicates a movie with a higher
budget is more likely to hire white actors in the leading acting roles. According to the significant
impact of LnBudget on the endogenous variable, WhiteProportion, we will introduce LnBudget
as one instrument for the control function approach. In addition, the Highest Star Power (β = 0.001, p = 0.0005) and Genre_action (β = -0.1268, p = 0.0005) both have significant effect on
movie attendance. This result supports our first hypothesis (H1) that the ratio of White actors in
movie leading cast is positively related to the movie budget. Similarly, from model 2 of Table 2,
we observed a significant negative impact (β = -0.0105, p = 0.000) of AverageAge on
FemaleProportion, which implies that older female actors will face more difficulties to enter
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movie cast comparing to male actors at a similar age. This result supports our third hypothesis
that the ratio of women in the movie leading cast is negatively related to the average age of the
leading cast and shows evidence that Ageism against women is more severe than men in the film
industry. In addition, according to the significant impact of AverageAge on the endogenous
variable, FemaleProportion, we will introduce AverageAge as another instrument for the control
function approach.
Our model 3 of Table 2 is a preliminary approach to cooperate WhiteProportion,
FemaleProportion, and their two-way interaction in one regression. We found several significant
coefficients that provide us guidance for the following control function analysis. At first, we
found that WhiteProportion has a statistically significant negative effect (β = -0.6342, p =
0.0433) on LnAttendance, which indicates that low racial diversity in leading acting roles will
damage movie market sales. This significant coefficient supports our second hypothesis (H2)
that the movie market performance is negatively related to the ratio of White actors in the movie
leading cast. In addition, we observed that FemaleProportion has a statistically significant
negative effect (β = -2.2104, p = 0.0030) on LnAttendance. It provides evidence to support our
fourth hypothesis (H4) that the movie market performance is negatively related to the ratio of
female actors in the movie leading cast. Finally, we found a statistically significant positive
effect (β = 2.6801, p = 0.0017) of the two-way interaction term on LnAttendance. This finding
supports our fifth hypothesis (H5). The interpretation of the two-way interaction term will be
provided in the control function approach section.

4.2. Control Function Approach
Because the error term in our model 3 in Table 2 is likely to be correlated to the
independent variables, like WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion, causing endogeneity bias,
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the estimates of these coefficients are not trustworthy. To fix the endogeneity bias, we take the
control function approach to analyze our dataset. The idea behind the control function approach
is mainly about the assumptions of missing or ignored treatment (Goldberger, 1972). One of the
notable early uses of the term control function is from Barnow, Cain, and Goldberger (1981)
(BCG) who conduct multiple regressions including the endogenous variable and a single or
multiple control functions to develop consistent estimation results. The modern control function
approach follows the main idea of the earlier definition. In addition, it is added one additional
feature, which is that a trustworthy control function is based on a single or multiple instruments
(Wooldridge, 2015). According to Wooldridge (2015), the CF approach is essentially an
instrumental variables method. We gain insights from our OLS regression results showed in
Table 2 and decide to use LnBudget and AverageAge as instruments in control function
estimation. The estimation results using the control function are shown as model 4 in Table 2.
Although we tried a different approach,1 the CF approach generates more meaningful results.
From the results, we observe a significant negative effect (β = 8.7973, p = 0.0000) of
WhiteProportion and significant positive effect (β = 1.7950, p = 0.0231) of the two-way
interaction on LnAttendance. These two estimates of coefficients provide similar results as
model 3 in Table 2. The results show support to our first and fifth hypotheses (H1 & H5),
indicating a higher level of representation of female actors in the leading position can damage
movie attendance. According to our analysis result, a higher level of racial diversity in the movie
leading roles will increase movie market performance. We develop a contour graph to explain
the statistically significant interaction between WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion in our
model 4 in Table 2. The contour graph is shown in Figure 2. From the graph, we can tell that the

1

We also tried Two-stage Least Square (2SLS) to solve the endogeneity problem using iverg function in R. Our
2SLS results can be found in Appendix 3.
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increase of FemaleProportion can contribute to better LnAttendance when WhiteProportion is
around 0.7 or 0.3. When WhiteProportion is not around 0.7 or 0.3, the increase of
FemaleProportion can’t help to push LnAttendance. On the contrary, the increase of
WhiteProportion can boost LnAttendance massively, especially when it jumps over 0.3 and 0.7.
Overall, the increase of WhiteProportion and FemaleProportion are both reflected in the
coefficient of the two-way interaction term. The WhiteProportion accounts for most of the
growth of LnAttendance whereas the contribution of FemaleProportion to LnAttendance exists
but is limited comparing to WhiteProportion.
Our results also show that Highest_StarRank have significant impact (β = 0.0036, p =
0.0010) on LnAttendance. Normally, bigger star power can attract more audiences and push the
movie market sales. In our case, because we use STARmeter ranking as our data for star power,
the smaller number of the ranking means bigger star power. That the estimate of
Highest_StarRank coefficient is positive doesn’t support our daily knowledge about star power.
This suggests hiring a movie actor of higher star power than one in similar conditions doesn’t
always lead to better movie market performance. According to our results of model 4 in Table 2,
Sequal has a significant positive impact (β = 0.6139, p = 0.000) on LnAttendance, which
indicates a sequel movie is more likely to have better market performance than a non-sequel
movie in similar condition. Our result of FemaleProportion estimate model 4 in Table 2 is not
consistent with model 3 in Table 2. The estimate of FemaleProportion coefficient is not
statistically significant, which provides no support to our fourth hypothesis (H4). Results of
model 4 in Table 2 show that IMDbScore has a significant positive impact (β = 0.4504, p =
0.0000) on LnAttendance. IMDbScore can be used to represent the quality of a movie and the
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review from the audience. Thus, our results support that movies of good quality can lead to better
market performance.
Table 2. OLS & CF Regression Results

constant
WhiteP
FemaleP
WhiteP*FemaleP
LnBudget
AverageAge
Highest_starpower
Genre_action
Genre_comedy
Genre_drama
Genre_other
MPAA_PG
MPAA_PG13
MPAA_R
MPAA_G
Season_Easter
Season_Summer
Season_Christmas
Season_other
Sequal
IMDb_rating
duration
e1
e2
R-square
Adjusted R-square

OLS
DV: WhiteP

OLS
DV: FemaleP

OLS
DV: LnAttendance

Control Function
DV: LnAttendance

-1.4543**

1.1312***

13.5641***
-0.6342**
-2.2104***
2.6801***

10.6281***
8.7973***
-0.8236
1.7950***

-0.0006***
-0.1268***
0.0334
-0.0267

-0.0105***
-0.0003**
-0.0598**
0.0467
-0.0035

-0.0025***
0.0977
0.2114*
-0.2496**

0.0036***
1.1226***
0.0565
0.1170

0.5317**
0.5589**
0.5703**

-0.3139
-0.3459
-0.3920*

0.0990
-0.0065
-0.4285

-5.2098***
-5.3041***
-5.5044***

0.0266
0.0062

0.0553
-0.0212

0.0741
-0.0657

-0.1297
-0.0918

0.0479
-0.0225

-0.0379
-0.0450

-0.2573*
0.4910***
0.4918***
0.0007

0.1283
0.0919

0.2257
0.1933

0.4574
0.4267

-0.4424***
0.6139***
0.4504***
-0.0049**
-9.3418***
-0.6571
0.5449
0.5157

0.0995***

Note: Note. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *P<0.1
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Figure 2. Contour graph of the two-way interaction
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
While the film industry kept thriving and many movies made a huge success in the market
before the pandemic, the underrepresentation of racial minorities and women persisted. As the
cost to make a movie keeps increasing and the process of globalization continues, it’s crucial to
understand the influence of actors’ diversity on movie market performance.
Despite the effort of prior research (Liu and Mu, 2018; Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020)
exploring how racial diversity of actors affect movie sales, the impact of leading actors' diversity
on movie market performance remains unclear. We refer to diversity and team outcome literature
(Cox & Blake, 1991; Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007) and add gender diversity as a second dimension
of diversity. Overall, we find White people and women as leading actors both can benefit movie
sales. In comparison, having a higher proportion of White actors can benefit sales much more
than having a higher proportion of female actors. In addition, we provide evidence that movie
budget is the main driver of White actors' participation and female actors are more likely to
suffer from age discrimination. Having more White actors as leading roles is more likely to lead
to better movie sales. Thus, movie producers with a high budget will face a dilemma, which is to
hire more White actors or increase racial diversity in the leading positions.
As watching movies on computers and TV using streaming services becomes normal
during the pandemic, researchers may look for cooperation with movie streaming websites and
further develop diversity research to see if actors' diversity has a similar impact on movie
streaming views.
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Chapter 6. Discussion and Implications
6.1 Discussion
This study endeavors to explore the impact of racial and gender diversity in movie leading
positions on movie market performance and provide explanations of the current diversity issue in
the film industry. Specifically, we utilize the control function approach to examine the impact of
the proportion of White people and the proportion of women on movie attendance. In general,
this study contributes to understanding how the diversity of movie actors affect movie sales by
examining diversity in two dimensions, which are race and gender.
Constant efforts have been made by researchers to explore the determinants of movie
market performance (Basuroy et al., 2003; Chang & Ki, 2005; Fetscherin, 2010). Some
researchers collect movie attendance data to represent movie sales (Dhar, Sun, & Weinberg,
2012). Following previous studies about movie sales, researchers include racial diversity as an
explanatory variable to further examine the relationship between racial diversity and movie
market performance (Hunt and Ramon, 2015; Liu & Mu, 2018; Kuppuswamy & Younkin,
2020). In addition, the low representation of women is addressed in the context of the film
industry (Erigha 2014; Lauzen 2012). Our research aims to extend the study about the
relationship of diversity and movie market performance, not only limited to racial diversity but
also including gender diversity. We appreciate previous studies using discrimination theory as an
explanation of their findings (Liu & Mu, 2018; Kuppuswamy & Younkin). Moreover, we focus
more on the impact of diversity on the outcome, which is the movie ticket sales, not limited to
the discrimination issue.
We first run a series of OLS regression to explore the drivers of the movie cast's diversity.
Model 1 in Table 2 aims to test our H1 that the movie budget can drive the representation of
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White actors in movie leading roles. We use the level of representation of White people to
represent the level of racial diversity. Our result of model 1 in Table 2 supports that the movie
budget can increase the representation of white people in leading acting positions, indicating that
the movie budget is a driver of the racial diversity level in the main cast. Genre_action (β = 0.1268, p = 0.0001) and the Highest Star Power (β = -0.0006, p = 0.0005) in model 1 both have
significant influence on the racial diversity level of the main cast. Genre_action has a significant
negative effect on WhiteProportion, indicating actors of racial minorities are more competitive in
action movies than they are in movies of other genres overall. Since we use star ranking data to
represent star power, the smaller the number of the ranking, the greater the star power. The
coefficient of the Highest Star Power is negative, implying higher star power will increase the
representation of White actors and hinder the racial diversity in the movie's main cast. Based on
this, actors of racial minorities should have a better chance to compete for the movie leading role
with White actors in movies that demand less Star Power. Nevertheless, the estimate of this
coefficient is not comparable to the ones of LnBudget and Genre_action.
Model 2 in Table 2 aims to test our H3 that the level of female representation is negatively
related to the average age of the leading cast. The female proportion represents the level of
gender diversity in leading acting positions. Our result of model 2 in Table 2 supports that age
can impact gender diversity. One explanation for this finding can be that women are more likely
to become the victim of age discrimination comparing to men in similar conditions. Thus, older
female actors are less competitive and face more difficulties to apply for a leading role
comparing to younger female actors or the same older male actors. Genre_action (β = -0.0598, p
= 0.0497) and the Highest Star Power (β = -0.0003, p = 0.0006) in model 2 both have significant
influence on the gender diversity level of the main cast. Based on the coefficient of Genre_action
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in model 2, we interpret that action movies demand fewer female actors in the major cast than
movies in other genres. The coefficient of the Highest Star Power in model 2 is negative,
indicating high star power would increase the participation of female actors in leading roles.
However, the coefficient size of the Highest Star Power isn’t comparable to ones of AverageAge
or Genre_action. Overall, high star power renders female actors more opportunities to take major
roles. The impact of star power, however, is limited comparing to other factors, especially actors’
age.
Our model 3 aims to provide insights for our control function modeling with
WhiteProportion, FemaleProportion, and the two-way interaction between them as independent
variables. The coefficients of WhiteProportion (β = -0.6342, p = 0.0433), FemaleProportion (β =
-2.2104, p = 0.0030) and the interaction term (β = 2.6801, p = 0.0017) are all statistically
significant. Nevertheless, we can't interpret the results straightforwardly since WhiteProportion
and FemaleProportion are endogenous variables, which makes the results not trustworthy. The
results, however, provide us insights that OLS regression on the three mentioned variables is
doable once we fix the endogeneity problem. Hence, we introduce the control function as our
approach to fix the endogenous variables in model 4 in Table 2. Its results show further support
for our H1 and H5. More participation of White people in the leading position can attract more
audience in the theatre, which leads to better movie market performance. Kuppuswamy &
Younkin's s (2020) expansion of consumer discrimination theory that people don't like seeing
people of different ethnicities can be one explanation for our finding. Since White people are the
racial majority in North minorities most audiences will dislike seeing racial minorities on screens
according to Kuppuswamy & Younkin's (2020) hypothesis. We target the leading acting position
instead of the whole acting staff and find out the evident market preference of White actors. We
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introduce the two-way interaction between race and gender in our regression to provide further
insight. According to our contour graph shown in Figure 2, WhiteProportion and
FemaleProportion can both contribute to the increase of theatre attendance in certain
circumstances. In comparison, the increase of White actors’ participation has much more impact
on audience attendance than the increase of female actors. Every single growth of White actors'
participation in the leading position can boost movie attendance. Inversely, the growth of female
actors in the main cast makes limited contributions to the movie attendance. Our results show no
support for our H4. We provide no evidence that movie market performance will be damaged
because of the much participation of female actors. Nevertheless, though the impact of gender
diversity on movie sales is limited, our result of the two-way interaction indicates that high
gender diversity can bring a positive influence to movie sales.
We also provide further evidence that sequel movies are more likely to have better market
performance than non-sequel movies, which is consistent with Dhar, Sun, & Weinberg’s (2012)
conclusion. Based on the market success of parent movies, sequel movies will attract more
audience, which can lead to good market performance if there are no big mistakes like poor
movie quality. A sequel movie can potentially attract stars with high star power and a higher
budget. Their impact on movie attendance and market performance can be addressed in the
future.
Furthermore, we can interpret those significant parameters.
𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃 = 𝛼𝑤 + 𝛽𝑤 𝑙𝑛(𝐵𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡)
𝑑𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃

(4)

𝛽

𝑤
In equation 4, it implies 𝑑𝐵𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 𝐵𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡
. Since 𝛽𝑤 = 0.0995, by using the mean of Budget

(119.086) to represent Budget, we can interpret that 1unit in Budget is associated with around
0.0008 change in WhiteProportion.
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𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑃 = 𝛼𝑓 + 𝛽𝑓 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑔𝑒

(5)

𝑑𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑃

In equation 5, it implies 𝑑𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑔𝑒 = 𝛽𝑓 . Since 𝛽𝑓 = -0.0105, we can interpret that an increase
of one unit on AverageAge is associated with around 0.0105 change in FemaleProportion.

ln(𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃 + 𝛽12 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃 ∗ 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑃
= 𝛼 + (𝛽1 + 𝛽12 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑃 )𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃
1

In equation 6, it implies 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑑𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑃

(6)

= 𝛽1 + 𝛽12 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑃. Since 𝛽1 = 8.7973 and 𝛽12

= 1.7950, by using the mean of Attendance (16.423) and FemaleProportion (0.299) to represent
Attendance FemaleProportion separately, we can interpret that positive changes in female
proportion enhances the effects of white proportions on movie attendance. This implies if the
movie has no female lead actor then the increasing white actors from zero to three will lead to
8.8% increase in attendance. On the other hand, if the movie adds one female actor then
attendance will increase to 9.4%.

6.2. Managerial implications
This study provides insights into the film industry of the production side. Although movie
production companies may be blamed for the Whitewashing and low racial diversity, a high level
of White people representation in the leading position is a guarantee of audience attendance in
general. Since we only collect data on high-budget movies, this conclusion may not apply to
movies with a limited budget. The significantly positive response of the movie market towards
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White leading actors, however, will squeeze the limited acting positions of the high budget
movies, pushing actors of racial minorities to take supporting roles or even non-speaking roles.
Although people advocate for high racial diversity, especially in social media, people, in general,
aren't willing to pay the movie tickets and watch a movie with racially diverse actors as leading
actors. In this case, movie companies should try to hire a more racially diverse supporting cast in
the movie to avoid potential criticism from the society that could damage the movie attendance
and sales. Keeping a balance between White actors and racially diverse actors in a movie is
important for movie producers. In addition, showing more footage of racial minorities in the
online trailer to show support for racial diversity will also benefit movie companies.
We find evidence that a high movie budget can drive the high representation of White
actors in the main cast, which implies movie companies already understand the importance of
White actor representation for good market performance, especially for high-budget movie
projects. There's no doubt that movies of high racial diversity can succeed. Movies with high
representation of racial diversity, like Black Panther, Life of Pi, & 12 Years a Slave, can receive
a great market response and become award winners. Nevertheless, this type of movie with a high
movie budget is extremely rare in the market according to our dataset. For those racially diverse
movie projects, no evidence shows that the representation of racial minorities can be a safe
selling point. One suggestion for movie companies working on those projects is to win the
market with the high quality of the movie instead of advertising the movie with support towards
equality and diversity massively.
We also find evidence that the representation of female actors is negatively related to the
age of the leading cast. For young actresses, they are more competitive than older actresses in
similar condition. Thus, young actresses should be more confident in the audition against older
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and slightly more famous actresses. Based on the prior conclusion about the benefit of White
actors' participation, older White actresses still have a competitive advantage. Similarly, young
actresses of racial minorities also have a competitive advantage since they are young. One
serious issue is for older actresses of racial minorities. They are much less likely to win the
leading acting roles because they are not young or White.
Although we don't find a direct relationship between female representation and movie total
attendance, we find that high gender diversity can contribute to movie attendance in certain
situations from our two-way interaction term in our regression. Gender diversity can benefit the
movie market performance. Its benefit, however, is massively limited comparing to the benefit
from the high representation of White actors. Choosing White actors in the hiring procedure is
more likely to contribute to good market performance. Overall, increasing gender diversity in the
leading roles per se will bring no harm but benefit to movie sales.
For actor recruitment agencies, keeping a balance between male and female actors is wise.
Since the participation of leading female actors can potentially benefit movie sales, female actors
will have more opportunities to take leading roles in movies of high budget. Movie companies
will realize the potential benefit female representation can bring to the movies. Thus, female
actors will have a better employment rate in the long run.
For movie companies and producers, they are facing a dilemma between high racial
diversity and movie market performance. On the one hand, a movie with higher racial diversity
will win more support from the Internet. On the other hand, a movie with more White actors in
the leading positions is more likely to lead to better movie sales. One reason behind this dilemma
is that people are willing to support racial minorities with comments and campaigns on social
media but are not keen on paying for tickets to support movies with racial minorities as leading
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actors. People love to advocate racial equality because we live in a civilized society advocating
all kinds of equality. People don’t want to go to the cinema to watch racially diverse due to the
public preference toward White actors, which can bring us back to the theory of consumer
discrimination. Based on Kuppuswamy and Younkin’s (2020) explanation of consumer
discrimination in the context of the film industry, since the public majority are White in North
America, most people don’t like seeing actors of racial minorities on screen. From the audience
side, supporting racially diverse movies with tickets is a more practical approach to promote
racial diversity in the film industry.

6.3. Limitations
Several limitations are identified throughout the research. Firstly, our dataset is limited to
movies before 2016 due to restricted data access and time. To capture the trend of the film
industry, it's optimal to use the latest dataset. The COVID-19 pandemic caused the halt of global
theatrical movies, which makes the theatrical movie ticket sale data during the pandemic much
less usable. Thus, the time gap due to our limited data resource is between 2016 and the
pandemic, which isn't too evident to make our research conclusion less applicable. Secondly, we
don't have enough prior research focusing on the main cast or leading acting positions as support.
Many efforts have been made to explore the film industry and examine the impact of casts on
movies (Liu and Mu, 2018; Kuppuswamy & Younkin, 2020). Nevertheless, researchers are more
likely to use the whole cast list instead of the leading actors. There are two reasons behind our
choice of using the leading actors. The first reason is that we've noticed the fact that actors from
racial minorities like Asians face difficulties to take the speaking roles instead of non-speaking
roles (Smith et al., 2018) and we aim to address the diversity issue in the context of leading roles
since we realized leading roles have much more impact on the movies comparing to supporting
and non-speaking roles. We are glad to be the first research to choose the movie's main cast as
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our research object. The second reason is that we need to go through the face recognition of
every less notable actor using machine learning. It’s much more efficient to examine three
leading actors of one movie than all actors in the whole cast list. Thirdly, because studies
examining the impact of movie main actors on movies are limited, we choose to use the top three
actors of each movie since IMDb also provides the top three actors right below the movie's name
and poster on each movie's main page. We tried to test the research using the top two actors
instead of three. The results are much less ideal comparing the results using the top three actors.

6.4. Future Studies
Since the COVID-19 pandemic halted the global theatrical movies, it provided more
opportunities for movie streaming websites, like Netflix and Amazon prime video. Many movies
provide their digital version to customers on streaming websites during the pandemic. Since
many cinemas in North America remain closed, movie companies prefer to provide both
theatrical and digital versions to the audience. Traditional movie companies may continue to
release digital movies online even after most cinemas are ready for audiences. In addition, movie
streaming companies that got benefits from the pandemic will keep developing better digital
content to attract customers. The weight of the film industry is moving to fully digital. The
pandemic only accelerated the process. Thus, future studies should focus on not only theatrical
ticket sales but also the payment for online movie streaming services. One challenge is the data
availability since streaming websites rarely show their audience statistics to the public.
Limited research has explored the impact of the main cast on movie market performance,
especially focusing on the diversity issue. How to define the main cast or leading acting position
has room to be improved. In our case, we tried the top three and top two actors. For future
studies addressing the influence of movie main cast, researchers should refer to the latest movie
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cast composition literature at that time and decide how to define the movie main cast of each
movie.
We define the diversity in our studies in two dimensions as racial diversity and gender
diversity. In addition, we utilize age data as our instrument for regression. Future studies may
include more dimensions of diversity, such as the weight and height of actors, to further explore
the influence of actors’ diversity on movies.
Significant audience preference for White leading actors is found in our results. An
additional thought on this is if this White preference is based on White actors per se or stories
about White people. Since many movie stories are based on real history, comics, and novels,
only actors of specific ethnicities can be selected as leading actors. Examples can be that the
White leading actor in Braveheart, the Black leading actors in Black Panther, and the White
leading trio in the Harry Potter movie series. It’s White movie stories or White movie stars that
attract audiences remains unknown. White actors and stories may both potentially increase
movie sales. Nevertheless, which is a more decisive factor for movie market success is a further
question based on the mentioned hypothesis. Moreover, the participation of women in movies
can also be affected by stories. For example, women are less likely to take the leading roles in
stories happened in men’s prison. Future studies can explore the impact of movie stories on the
market performance of White people dominant movies or male-dominant movies.
Since we only use US domestic movie attendance as our dependent variable, whether the
significant preference for White leading actors can apply to other markets or not remains
uncertain. Future studies may explore the diversity issue using data from other major movie
markets, like China Mainland.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: examples of movie posters and main actors selection
Example 1: Suicide Squad (2016)

According to the poster on the left side, although many actors are shown together, three actors
placing at the top should be the main focus. Five actor names are also listed at the very top, the
first three names are exactly the three actors mentioned, who are Will Smith, Jared Leto, and
Margot Robbie.
The IMDb main page screenshot of Suicide Squad is shown on the right side. The top three stars
listed at the bottom row are also Will Smith, Jared Leto, and Margot Robbie.
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Example 2: Transformers: Age of Extinction (2014)

According to the poster on the left side, although the main focus in the poster is a computergenerated character, three actors lining the front should be the main actors.
The IMDb main page screenshot of Transformers: Age of Extinction is shown on the right side.
The top three stars listed at the bottom row are also the three actors shown in the poster, Mark
Wahlberg, Nicola Peltz, and Jack Reynor.
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Example 3: Transformers: Age of Extinction (2014)

As the poster is shown on the left side, although there are more than ten actors in the poster,
three actors at the top should be the main actors.
The IMDb main page screenshot of Ocean’s Thirteen is shown on the right side. The top three
stars listed at the bottom row are also the three actors shown at the top in the poster, George
Clooney, Brad Pitt, and Matt Damon.
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Appendix 2: detailed control function regression results

constant

OLS
DV: WhiteP

OLS
DV: FemaleP

OLS
DV: LnAttendance

Control Function
DV: LnAttendance

-1.4543*
(0.7148)

1.1312***
(0.2252)

13.5641***
(0.9505)
-0.6342*
(0.3125)
-2.2104**
(0.7387)
2.6801**
(0.8445)

10.6281***
(0.9877)
8.7973***
(1.3190)
-0.8236
(0.8207)
1.7950**
(0.6511)

-0.0006***
(0.0002)
-0.1268***
(0.0327)
0.0334
(0.0349)
-0.0267
(0.0348)

-0.0105***
(0.0016)
-0.0003*
(0.0002)
-0.0598*
(0.0303)
0.0467
(0.0314)
-0.0035
(0.0326)

-0.0025***
(0.0006)
0.0977
(0.1096)
0.2114+
(0.1157)
-0.2496*
(0.1145)

0.0036***
(0.0010)
1.1226***
(0.1665)
0.0565
(0.1120)
0.1170
(0.1078)

0.5317*
(0.2321)
0.5589*
(0.2301)
0.5703*
(0.2307)

-0.3139
(0.2169)
-0.3459
(0.2153)
-0.3920+
(0.2167)

0.0990
(0.7833)
-0.0065
(0.7833)
-0.4285
(0.7831)

-5.2098***
(0.7283)
-5.3041***
(0.7278)
-5.5044***
(0.7459)

0.0266
(0.0475)
0.0062
(0.0390)

0.0553
(0.0446)
-0.0212
(0.0366)

0.0741
(0.1559)
-0.0657
(0.1286)

-0.1297
(0.1594)
-0.0918
(0.1442)

0.0479
(0.0452)

-0.0379
(0.0405)

-0.2573+
(0.1443)

-0.4424**
(0.1379)

WhiteP
FemaleP
WhiteP*FemaleP
LnBudget

0.0995**
(0.0377)

AverageAge
Highest_starpower
Genre_action
Genre_comedy
Genre_drama
Genre_other
MPAA_PG
MPAA_PG13
MPAA_R
MPAA_G
Season_Easter
Season_Summer
Season_Christmas
Season_other
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Sequal

-0.0225
(0.0327)

-0.0450
(0.0299)

0.4910***
(0.1064)
0.4918***
(0.0563)
0.0007
(0.0024)

IMDb_rating
duration
e1
e2

0.6139***
(0.0818)
0.4504***
(0.0620)
-0.0049*
(0.0019)
-9.3418***
(1.1471)

-0.6571
(0.6296)
R-square
0.1283
0.2257
0.4574
0.5449
Adjusted R-square
0.0919
0.1933
0.4267
0.5157
Note: Note. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +P<0.1
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Appendix 3: 2SLS regression results

constant

OLS
DV: WhiteP

OLS
DV: FemaleP

OLS
DV: LnAttendance

2SLS
DV:
LnAttendance

-1.027
(0.719)

1.089***
(0.228)

13.26***
(0.965)
-0.636*
(0.316)
-2.254**
(0.735)
2.659**
(0.842)

21.433***
(3.607)
-3.621
(2.291)
-17.188**
(5.774)
20.393**
(6.673)

0.001***
(0.000)
-0.120***
(0.032)
0.053
(0.035)
-0.018
(0.035)

-0.011***
(0.002)
-0.0002*
(0.000)
-0.068*
(0.030)
0.042
(0.032)
-0.004
(0.033)

-0.002***
(0.001)
0.082
(0.109)
0.192+
(0.116)
-0.234*
(0.114)

-0.003*
(0.001)
0.544*
(0.251)
0.189
(0.203)
-0.073
(0.208)

0.452+
(0.231)
0.505*
(0.229)
0.524*
(0.230)

-0.272
(0.219)
-0.296
(0.217)
-0.339
(0.218)

0.339
(0.780)
0.250
(0.776)
-0.125
(0.778)

-4.747*
(2.072)
-4.971*
(2.107)
-5.043*
(2.036)

0.009
(0.048)
-0.001
(0.039)

0.044
(0.046)
-0.026
(0.037)

0.035
(0.158)
-0.110
(0.128)

-0.180
(0.284)
-0.089
(0.223)

WhiteP
FemaleP
WhiteP*FemaleP
LnBudget

0.079*
(0.038)

AverageAge
Highest_starpower
Genre_action
Genre_comedy
Genre_drama
Genre_other
MPAA_PG
MPAA_PG13
MPAA_R
MPAA_G
Season_Easter
Season_Summer

Season_Christmas
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Season_other
Sequal

0.041
(0.045)
-0.019
(0.032)

-0.044
(0.041)
-0.043+
(0.030)

IMDb_rating
duration

-0.315*
(0.144)
0.518***
(0.105)
0.492***
(0.057)
0.000
(0.002)

-0.169
(0.260)
0.467*
(0.190)
0.415***
(0.110)
-0.001
(0.005)

Distributor
indicator
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: Note. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +P<0.1
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